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sky. The Emory Astronomy Club will be selling baked goods to anyone
who wants some fantastic treats to eat.
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November General Meeting
By Keith “Kosmic Kow” Burns
There is not going to be a general membership meeting of the Atlanta
Astronomy Club in November. Instead we are invited to a special occasion
event being sponsored by the Physics Department of Emory University.
The special meeting will take place on Friday November 11th at 8PM. A
special thank you to Dr. Rick Williamon for setting this up. The featured
speaker is Simon Singh of the BBC. He will present a 60-minute talk on
the Big Bang. The talk will be held in room 208 of the White Hall building.
This room is located across the hallway from our usual meeting place in
White Hall. The talk starts at 8PM but it is recommended that you get
seated starting at 7:30PM. Since many folks have been invited, do not wait
until 8 PM to find seats as there may not be any left. Directions on how to
get to Emory are on page 7 of the focal point.
There will be a book signing afterwards by Simon of his new book, “Big
Bang, The Origin of the Universe,” out in the hallway of White Hall. You
can purchase the paperback version of; Big Bang comes out in paperback
on Nov 1, and the bookstore will offer books at a 10% discount (final price
is only $15.35).
Here is some information on Simon Singh. He is an author, journalist and
TV producer, specializing in science and mathematics. He is a science
writer for the BBC. His newest book is titled, “Big Bang, The Origin of
the Universe. “His lecture is titled, 'BIG BANG the history of the
universe in 60 minutes'. Simon’s talks are very historical and not at all
technical. See his website at www.simonsingh.net for more information.
The Emory Physics Department will be having an open house afterward.
The 24-inch scope on the roof of the Math and Science building across
from White Hall will be open for viewing of Mars and other objects in the

Editor: Kat Sarbell

The 12th Annual Peach State Star Gaze
PSSG'05
The PSSG will be November 2 - 6, once again at the dark skies of
Whitewater Express.
Pre-registration is closed but walk-ins are welcome.
Visit the website at http://AtlantaAstronomy.Org/PSSG05 for details
about admission costs, speakers, and programs.
Our scheduled speakers this year:
Richard DeLuca will speak on Stonehenge.
Roger Venable will speak about asteroid occultations.
Rich Jakiel will present a talk on astronomical coins.
Richard Schmude will give a talk about the opposition of Mars.
We will also have an evening of music under the stars with Jonn Serrie.
It is interesting to note that the PSSG will be held very close, within a
couple of days, of Mars Opposition. This will mean that Mars will be
well placed for observing all night long.
This years PSSG will also be at the time of the Taurids. The meteors are
debris from periodic comet 2P/Encke. They are the slowest of any major
showers, encountering Earth at only 28 kilometers per second. The Taurids
are noted for many brightly colored meteors. The dominant color is yellow,
many orange, green, red, and blue fireballs have been recorded. Refer to the
International Meteor Organization website.
- Peter and Joanne
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General Membership Meeting October
Minutes
by Art Russell, Recording Secretary

Peach State Star Gaze Co-Chairman Peter Macumber discussed final
preparations for the upcoming PSSG. In doing so, he also lauded AAC
member Phil Bracken’s efforts in soliciting vendor donations to be used
as door-prizes.
AAC Light Trespass Chairman Marc Sandberg announced that Fulton
County was proposing a Light Pollution Ordinance. He asked that AAC
members write their county commissioners to support the initiative.

General Meeting – October 21, 2005
Approximately 60 members and guests attended the General Membership
Meeting of the AAC held at Emory University’s White Hall. Phil Sacco,
President, opened the meeting at 8:03 PM. He noted several guests and
new members and then posed a trivia question to the assembly that AAC
member Tom Crowley answered correctly.

After final comments Philip adjourned the meeting at 9:45PM.

Philip then addressed Astronomical League (AL) issues affecting the
AAC. The first item was election of the club’s AL Correspondent
(ALCOR). AAC member Art Zorka was elected as ALCOR to replace
AAC member Keith Burns who had retired from the position. Philip then
awarded the AL Double Star Program Award to Art Zorka, who in the
process of completing the Double Star program created templates which
will now become the standard used by the AL. Philip then awarded the AL
Globular Cluster Award to AAC member Art Russell, who to Philip’s
knowledge is the only holder of the award in the southeast.
Philip also noted his concern with the membership lack of support with
efforts to establish a cadre of members who will focus on supporting the
club’s Woodruff Boy Scout Camp observatory and activities. He also
noted that the club stands to loose the observatory if the membership does
not step-up to meet the obligation we assumed to support Boy Scout
activities in return for citing our observatory at Woodruff. Sidewalk
Astronomy was another concern cited by Philip. He noted that the
membership is not adequately supporting the club’s obligation to support
local astronomy initiatives. During the discussion of AAC support for
Sidewalk Astronomy, AAC member Ken Poshedley announced that
Centerville Elementary School was planning an astronomy night on 11
November and asked for the club’s support. Ken also asked that those
interested in supporting the event contact him for additional information
(email poshedly@bellsouth.net).
In a brief discussion of light pollution, AAC member Tom Buchannan
displayed a light-cutoff fixture which will fit many yard / flood lights.
AAC Programs Vice-President, Keith Burns, introduced the evening’s
featured speaker, Georgia State University (GSU) graduate student
Angela Osterman (see the October, 2005, Focal Point, http://
www.atlantaastronomy.org). Her presentation addressed the many
experiences she has had in her pursuit of a masters of science and Ph.D. in
Astronomy at GSU.
After the presentation, Keith discussed next month’s General Meeting and
noted that it will be held on 11 November, the second Friday of the month,
rather than the customary third Friday. The featured speaker will be noted
author Simon Singh. The meeting will be a joint presentation between
the AAC and Emory University and is currently scheduled for Room 208
in White Hall.
Scheduled for October 29, 2005, at the Walter F. Barber Memorial
Observatory in Villa Rica, GA., AAC member Rich Jakiel spotlighted the
club’s public “Mars Opposition Party.” He emphasized that Mars will be
about 20” in size and about as visible as it will be during the current
opposition. He then announced an impromptu “Mars Imaging Contest”
currently ongoing among those observing the current opposition of Mars
with various types of electronic imagers. At the same time, Rich noted that
a dust storm appeared to be spreading across Mars with the possibility
that it might obscure the face of the Red Planet in a manner similar to the
2001 opposition. He also announced that on 12 November, 2005, the club
membership is invited to “Stooges’ Field” for another opportunity to
observe Mars. Those interested should contact Rich (rjakiel@
earthlink.net).

Charlie Elliott Chapter October Meeting
Minutes
by Clevis Jones, CEC Recording Secretary
Saturday October 1, 2005
ATTENDANCE: Fifteen guests and members attended the October meeting.
BUSINESS: Larry Owens gave an update on the Byers mount project. Missing bolts and parts have been obtained so reassembly should proceed at a
quicker pace now. The 16" mirror for the Truss Tube project is scheduled to
ship to Galaxy Optics for refiguring and coating the week of 10/03/05. Larry
will begin obtaining parts for the Truss Tube assembly in October. If you'd
like to help with either project, please contact Larry:
planetographer@comcast.net.
Larry also reminded us that Earth and Mars are headed for another close
encounter at the end of October. NOW is a great time to start viewing and
imaging Mars. The next `best' close approach (due to higher elevation for us)
will be October 14, 2020! If you miss it this time, you'll have a 15 year wait
for your next Best shot! Get out there! To have your images included on the
CEC Web site, send them to Larry Owens at planetographer@comcast.net.
The 2006 Charlie Elliott Chapter meeting schedule is as follows: Jan 21, Feb
18, Mar 25, Apr 22, May 20, Jun 17, Jul 15, Aug 19, Sep 16, Oct 14, Nov 11,
Dec 12. Any changes will be listed on the CEC Web site: http://
www.atlantaastronomy.org/CEWMA/
OBSERVING REPORT - Steve Bieger presented "What's Up Tonight". His
presentation included objects in the constellations Cassiopeia, Cepheus,
Lacerta, Ursa Minor, and Draco. Steve included information on history,
myth, science (and scientists) for many of the objects. Included was information on Earth's precession of its north pole through Draco. Steve will have a
list of objects for next month's viewing posted on the CEC Website as well as
links and information on this month's objects. If you have suggestions, Steve
welcomes them and can be contacted at bieger@bellsouth.net.
CURRENT EVENTS REPORT: Clevis Jones’ presentation was short and
sweet for a change (and thus liked by all ;-). In total it was, MARS is here and
growing bigger nightly: get out and view and image it now!
FEATURED PROGRAM: Steve Bieger presented BASIC TELESCOPES: a
very informative coverage of the types and uses, advantages and disadvantages of the various types. He covered several types of mounts, including
how to make an alt-az mount into basically a German equatorial. He included
suggested ways to learn before you buy, including the really inexpensive and
rewarding way to begin - learn the sky with your eyes first, then add those
binoculars you may have at home already. Learn about dark adaptation, and
keep a log book on all you learn. From experience, he suggested ways to
budget your purchases when you do begin to buy a telesope (or two) and all
the essentials that go with it (like bug spray :-). Steve included some useful
tips like read the manual thoroughly, make a check list, and practice setup/
takedown in the daylight. Equipment lists can get long, so make a check list
for that too. Finally, remember that astronomy requires curiosity, patience,
persistence, an attitude of fun, that there is no “dumb question”, and don't
forget observing etiquitte.
OBSERVING SESSION: Skies appeared a bit "iffy", but several folks stopped
by the observing field after the meeting for some viewing.
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Charlie Elliot Chapter Future Meetings

Vice-President, Observing – Daniel Herron. Many records of training
no longer exist. The next Deep Sky Observing Session is scheduled for 3
September, 2005, at the Woodruff Boy Scout Center.

by Clevis Jones, CEC Recording Secretary
November 12, 2005
3:00 PM - 6:30 PM at OXFORD COLLEGE just north of Covington,
GA. (See the CEC Website for directions)
Astronomy Current Events - Clevis Jones
What's Up Tonight - Steve Bieger
Feature Presentation: "Planetary Imaging Workshop", A program by
Larry Owens. Lecture: Mars is here and it's time to fine-tune your
planetary imaging skills! This November, Larry Owens will reveal all of
the secrets the best imagers use to get those stunning images of the planets.
From frame rates to gain settings, Larry will show you the best techniques
in an interactive workshop format. The program will cover acquiring
images with popular "WebCam" imagers from Philips and Celestron,
including detailed processing techniques using RegiStax and PhotoShop,
plus anything else you'd like to discuss. Mars won't be this close again till
2018! Don't miss your chance to get some great images and some great
pointers.
Place: Oxford College Science Building (Pierce Hall)
Observing: Everyone is invited to the Charlie Elliott observing field after
the meeting for an evening of viewing and imaging through member and
club telescopes.

Committee Chair Reports
Peach State Star Gaze (PSSG) – Peter Macumber. Final preparations
for the PSSG are underway. This year’s brochure has been completed and
is now online on the club’s webpage. In addition, the speaker list has been
completed. Attendees will be able to select from a number of pricing
packages. The BOD approved a motion authorizing purchase of a sound
system for a cost to not exceed $500 upon the joint approval of Philip
Sacco, Peter Macumber, and Sharon Carruthers.

Membership Packet / Brochures - Sharon Carruthers. Sharon stated
that she would update the club’s Membership Packet and Brochures.

TIME CHANGE TO 5:00 PM SHARP to about 6:30 PM (closer to
dinner time).
Potluck, as in food, is scheduled - Bring something good and let's eat :-)
Place: Charlie Elliott Visitor's Center
FOR UPDATES & DIRECTIONS: PLEASE check the website for the
most current information! http://www.atlantaastronomy.org/CEWMA/

August Board of Directors Meeting
Minutes
by Art Russell, Recording Secretary
General. Chairman of the Board, Tom Crowley, opened the meeting of the
AAC Board of Directors (BOD) at 5:35PM, August 28, 2005.
Budget. Tom stated the first priority for the meeting was to pass the
proposed budget. He also stated that future budgetary expenses should be
prioritized within the club’s Five-Year Plan. In his closing comments about
the budget he further stated his intention that the initial workup for the
2006-07 budget should be completed by January; a trial budget should be
seen by February, and that the BOD should vote to approve the new
budget by March.
Nominating Committee. Tom noted that the nominating committee
should be appointed by January, and its work completed by March. Philip
Sacco noted that the committee would be appointed by November.
President – Philip Sacco. Stephen Bieger is working on the training
program. Charles (Chuck) Swann has been identified as a possible
coordinator for activities at the Woodruff Boy Scout Center. Larry Owens
presented options to provide an ability to provide video imaging at the
Barber Observatory. Larry was asked to provide a written report of his
recommendation for video imaging at the Barber observatory at the next
BOD meeting. A vote on the recommendation will be taken at the next
BOD meeting. Philip noted that Sharon Carruthers has agreed to serve as
chairwoman of the New Member Committee.

Treasurer – Sharon Carruthers. Sharon presented the 2005-2006
budget. After a short discussion the BOD approved the budget without
exception.

Georgia Astronomy in State Parks (GASP) – Sharon Carruthers.
Sharon reported the next GASP event will be Labor Day weekend.

December 3, 2005

Officer Reports

Vice-President, Programs – Keith Burns. The club’s Mentoring
Program has been renamed as Astronomical League Observing Programs
Assistance (ALOPA) in order to differentiate it from public Big Brother
and other mentoring programs. Keith will provide a short information
paper describing ALOPA to the BOD at the next BOD meeting. The
Christmas General Meeting of the AAC is tentatively scheduled for 3
December at Agnes Scott College’s Bradley Observatory and will feature a
pot-luck dinner.

Five-Year Plan. Art Russell provided the BOD with an overview of the
priorities assigned during last year’s strategic planning sessions. He
observed that although priorities were assigned, no dates for accomplishment were determined. Priorities defined in the 5-Year Plan are as follows:
Dark Sky Site, Formal School Outreach Program, Pro-Am Collaboration,
Formalized Special Interest Groups, Enhanced GASP / Public Outreach
Program, and Grants Writing Group. Philip Sacco was asked to refine the
existing Five-Year Plan to tie capital expenditures to the plan. He was also
asked to set goals to meet the priorities established in the plan.
Boy Scout Liaison – John Lentini. John announced that he will be
moving to the Florida Keys in about a year and as a result a new liaison
between the AAC and the Boy Scouts of America is needed. He is looking
for someone to assume his duties as soon as possible in order that they can
serve as his understudy. John observed that this year’s obligation to
provide astronomy instruction was not met. This places our use of the
Woodruff facilities at risk. Action Deadlines: Identify new Boy Scout
Liaison by March 2006. Identify AAC members to provide Summer 2006
orientations for Boy Scouts by March 2006.
Special Interest Groups (SIGs) – Art Zorka. Art discussed the new SIG
program. He was asked to present the BOD with a definition of the
program and action plan at the next meeting.
Outreach Program (no assigned committee members). Art Zorka
observed that “canned” presentations were available from the Astronomical League of the Pacific and similar organizations. Therefore whoever
makes outreach presentations do not need to create a program from
scratch.
Dark Sky Observing Site (no assigned committee members). Alex
Langoussis observed that the Deer Lick LLP private observatory site
appears nearly ready to make a presentation to the club about purchase of
a club Dark Sky Observing Site.
New Business
Use of PayPal for Membership Dues – Sharon Carruthers. Sharon
lead a discussion about whether or not the club should use PayPal to
process membership dues and other purchases. A motion to approve the
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club’s use of PayPal was tabled pending a query of the club’s membership
of whether or not they would use PayPal if it were available (Action:
Philip Sacco).

The End of an Era

Increase of Annual Membership Dues – Philip Sacco. In an effort to
foster discussion of the topic, Philip proposed that club dues be increased
to $50 for new individual memberships, $55 for family memberships, and
$35 for renewal of membership by current members. The treasurer was
tasked to examine the current dues structure while considering true costs in
order to determine whether the current dues structure should be revised.
She was further told to report her findings at the next BOD meeting. Philip
Sacco will assist her investigation.

The final Titan rocket flew into orbit on October 19th from Vandenberg
Air Force Base in California, carrying a top-secret satellite for the National
Reconnaissance Office (NRO). About 10 minutes later the Titan 4B
delivered its payload into low Earth orbit. Although the satellite was
classified, from its type of orbit it is believed to be an imaging reconnaissance satellite.

by Tom Faber

Membership Renewal Date – Art Zorka. Art proposed that club
membership renewal should occur annually at the same time. In discussion
he offered that it would simplify notification of the membership of their
renewal dates and that pro-rated membership rates should be available. Art
was tasked with making a formal presentation to the board.
Attendance of PSSG by the AAC President - Dan Llewellyn. Dan
asked why AAC President Philip Sacco did not plan to attend this year’s
PSSG. Philip responded that he had accepted an invitation to speak at the
Mid-Atlantic Star Party prior to his election as AAC President.

The Titan program began in October 1955 as an effort to develop a two
stage intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM). The first Titan 1 was
launched in 1959, and Titans were later deployed with the US strategic
missile forces. The Titan evolved into a number of versions over the
decades. The next version, the Titan 2, was deployed as an ICBM and in
the mid-1960s was used by NASA to launch the manned Gemini missions.
The 1960s also saw the development of the much more powerful Titan 3,
which paired a stretched version of the two stage liquid fueled Titan 2 with
two large solid rocket boosters, to launch heavy payloads for the Air
Force, NRO, and NASA.

Next Board Meeting. The next meeting of the AAC Board of Directors
was scheduled for 5:30 PM, September 18, 2005, at Dan Llewellyn’s
shop.
BOD Decisions Recapitulation
2005-2006 Budget. The BOD unanimously approved the current budget.
PSSG Sound System. The BOD unanimously approved a motion
authorizing purchase of a sound system for a cost to not exceed $500 upon
the joint approval of Philip Sacco, Peter Macumber, and Sharon
Carruthers.
Attendees were Tom Crowley, Philip Sacco, Daniel Herron, Keith Burns,
Sharon Carruthers, Kat Sarbell, Art Russell, Daniel Llewellyn, John
Lentini, Tom Faber, Art Zorka, Larry Owens, Brigitte Fessele, Alex
Langoussis, Ken Poshedly, and Peter Macumber.

Image: Pat Corkery/Lockheed Martin Space Systems

In the 1970s various versions of the Titan 3 (3A-3E, 34B and 34D)
launched a number of government payloads. In addition to classified
satellites, they launched the two Viking spacecraft to Mars in 1975, the
two Voyagers to the outer planets in 1977, and two US/German Helios sun
studying spacecraft.

Mars October 20, 2005, 5:20 UT. Decatur, GA. 20 Starmaster F 21.5 TouCam
Pro. First Run Processing. Photo by Dan Llewellyn.

The 1980s saw the development of the Titan 4 after the Air Force
persuaded Congress that the US shouldn't rely solely on the Space Shuttle
for access to space. A contract was let to build 10 heavy lift Titan 4s as
backup for critical national security missions. This decision proved
fortuitous after the 1986 Challenger accident. Orders for Titan 4s went
from 10 to 41 as many commercial, military, and other spacecraft were
moved off the Space Shuttle manifest. The first Titan 4 launch occurred in
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"Occasionally small satellite galaxies run straight through bigger galaxies,"
said Dr. Karl Gordon of the Steward Observatory, University of Arizona,
Tucson, lead investigator of the new observation. "It appears a little galaxy
punched a hole through Andromeda's disk, much like a pebble breaks the
surface of a pond."

1989. The 1980s also saw the retirement of the Titan 2 ICBMs from the
US strategic missile forces. Some of these were later converted to space
launchers and used to launch weather and Earth observation satellites.
In the 1990s, Titans continued to launch classified satellites and a few
commercial payloads. A Titan was used to launch the ill-fated Mars
Observer spacecraft, with which contact was lost just a few days before
entering Mars orbit in 1993. The 1990s also saw the development of the
most powerful version of the Titan - the Titan 4B. This final version
launched a number of classified payloads and also launched the Cassini
spacecraft to Saturn in 1997.

Approximately 2.5 million light-years away, Andromeda is the closest
spiral galaxy and is the only one visible to the naked eye. Unlike our
Milky Way galaxy, which we view from the inside, Andromeda is studied
from the outside. Astronomers believe that Andromeda and the Milky
Way will eventually merge together.

But the cost and the amount of processing required by the Titan 4 was a
major downside. It was once said that the Titan 4 was the only launch
system that made the Space Shuttle look reliable and cheap! This led to the
Air Force starting the Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle (EELV) program
in the mid-1990s to reduce the cost and complexity of launching heavy
payloads. The EELV program produced the Atlas 5 and Delta 4 families of
rockets, both of which had their first launches in 2002. That year also saw
the completion of the final Titan 4B and the beginning of the shutting
down of production and testing facilities.
During its life the Titan program had 200 launches from Vandenberg Air
Force Base and 168 from Cape Canaveral, Florida. Other than program
close-out tasks, the 50 year Titan rocket program is now a part of history.

Spitzer detects dust heated by stars in the galaxy. Its multiband imaging
photometer's 24-micron detector recorded approximately 11,000 separate
infrared snapshots over 18 hours to create the new comprehensive mosaic.
This instrument's resolution and sensitivity is a vast improvement over
previous infrared technologies, enabling scientists to trace the spiral
structures within Andromeda to an unprecedented level of detail.
"In contrast to the smooth appearance of Andromeda at optical wavelengths, the Spitzer image reveals a well-defined nuclear bulge and a system
of spiral arms," said Dr. Susan Stolovy, a co-investigator from the Spitzer
Science Center at the California Institute of Technology, Pasadena.
The galaxy's central bulge glows in the light emitted by warm dust from
old, giant stars. Just outside the bulge, a system of inner spiral arms can be
seen, and outside this, a well-known prominent ring of star formation.

Andromeda Shines in Spitzer's Eyes
NASA/JPL News Release October 14, 2005

Hubble Examines the Moon

NASA's Spitzer Space Telescope has captured a stunning infrared view of
Messier 31, the famous spiral galaxy also known as Andromeda.

NASA News Release, October 19, 2005

Andromeda is the most-studied galaxy outside our own Milky Way, yet
Spitzer's sensitive infrared eyes have detected captivating new features,
including bright, aging stars and a spiral arc in the center of the galaxy. The
infrared image also reveals an off-centered ring of star formation and a hole
in the galaxy's spiral disk of arms. These asymmetrical features may have
been caused by interactions with the several satellite galaxies that surround
Andromeda.

NASA is using the unique capabilities of the Hubble Space Telescope for a
new class of scientific observations of the Earth's moon. Hubble's
resolution and sensitivity to ultraviolet light have allowed the telescope to
search for important oxygen-bearing minerals on the moon. Since the moon
does not have a breathable atmosphere, minerals, such as ilmenite (titanium
and iron oxide), may be critical for a sustained human lunar presence.
Ilmenite is a potential source of oxygen for breathing or to power rockets.
Continued on next page
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A Close-Up View of Icy Dione
Image Credit: NASA/JPL/Space Science Institute
The Cassini spacecraft continues to prove that the closer the view of the
myriad worlds constituting the Saturn system, the more interesting and
varied the views become. This close-up view of icy Dione reveals a
wonderful variety of surface features that are simultaneously familiar and
unlike any other place in the solar system.

This view of the lunar impact crater Aristarchus and adjacent features
(Herodotus crater, Schroter's Valley rille) illustrates the ultraviolet and visible
wavelength characteristics of this geologically diverse region of the Moon.
The two inset images illustrate one preliminary approach for isolating
differences due to such effects as composition, soil maturity, mixing, and
impact ejecta emplacement. Credit: NASA, ESA and J. Garvin (NASA/GSFC)

The new Hubble observations are the first high-resolution, ultraviolet
images ever acquired of the moon. The images provide scientists with a
new tool to study mineral variations within the lunar crust. As NASA
plans future expeditions to the moon, such data, in combination with other
measurements, will help ensure the most valuable sites are targeted for
robotic and human missions. "These observations of the moon have been a
challenging and highly successful technological achievement for NASA and
the Hubble team, since the telescope was not originally designed for lunar
observations," said Jennifer Wiseman, program scientist for the Hubble at
NASA Headquarters. "The images will inform both scientific studies of
lunar geology and future decisions on further lunar exploration," she said.
Hubble's Advanced Camera for Surveys snapped ultraviolet and visible
light images of known geologically diverse areas on the side of the moon
nearest Earth. These included the Aristarchus impact crater and the
adjacent Schroter's Valley. Hubble also photographed the Apollo 15 and 17
landing sites, where astronauts collected rock and soil samples in 1971-72.
Scientists are comparing the properties of the rock and soil samples from
the Apollo sites with the new Hubble images, and the Aristarchus region,
which neither humans nor robotic spacecraft have visited. The Hubble
observations of Aristarchus crater and Schroter's Valley will help refine
researchers' understanding of the diverse, scientifically interesting materials
in the region and to unravel their full resource potential.
"Our initial findings support the potential existence of some unique
varieties of oxygen-rich glassy soils in both the Aristarchus and Apollo 17
regions. They could be well-suited for visits by robots and human
explorers in efforts to learn how to live off the land on the moon," said Jim
Garvin, chief scientist at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Md. Garvin is principal investigator for the project. "While it will require
many months before fully quantitative results can be developed, we
already have evidence that these new observations will improve the
precision by which we can understand materials such as ilmenite to help
better inform exploration decisions," Garvin said.
Hubble's lunar observation analysis team included colleagues from
Goddard and Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.; Brown University,
Providence, R.I.; Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.; the University
of Pittsburgh.; and the University of Hawaii, Manoa.

The terrain in this image is located within a 60-kilometer-wide impact
crater along the feature called Padua Linea. The western rim of the
encompassing crater runs from the middle left to the upper right. The
crater's central peak can be seen at the lower right.
Multiple generations of fractures are visible here. Numerous fine, roughly
parallel linear grooves run across the terrain from top to bottom and are
interrupted by the larger, irregular bright fractures. In several places,
fractures postdate some deposits in the bottoms of craters that are not
badly degraded by time. Such a fracture, for example, runs from the center
toward the upper right.
Most of the craters seen here have bright walls and dark deposits of
material on their floors. As on other Saturnian moons, rockslides on Dione
may reveal cleaner ice, while the darker materials accumulate in areas of
lower topography and lower slope (e.g. crater floors and the bases of
scarps).
This view is centered on terrain near 11 degrees south latitude, 238 degrees
west longitude.
This clear-filter image was taken using the Cassini spacecraft narrow-angle
camera on Oct. 11, 2005, during Cassini's close targeted flyby of Dione.
The image was acquired from a distance of 4,486 kilometers from Dione
and at a Sun-Dione-spacecraft, or phase, angle of 10 degrees. The image
scale is 23 meters per pixel.
For more information about the Cassini-Huygens mission visit http://
saturn.jpl.nasa.gov. The Cassini imaging team homepage is at http://
ciclops.org.
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The Prometheus Effect

AAC Contacts

This mosaic of 15 Cassini images of the F ring shows how Prometheus
creates a gore in the ring once every 14.7 hours as it approaches and recedes
from the F ring on its eccentric orbit. The individual images have been
processed to make the ring appear as if it has been straightened, making it
easier to see the ring's structure. The mosaic shows a region 147,000 km
along the ring. The region seen here is about 1,500 km across.

President: Philip Sacco 404-296-6332
president@atlantaastronomy.org
Program Chair: Keith Burns 770-427-1475
programs@atlantaastronomy.org
Observing Chair: Daniel Herron observing@atlantaastronomy.org

Each dark channel, or “gore", is clearly visible across more than 1,000 km
of the ring and is due to the gravitational effect of Prometheus, even though
the moon does not enter the F ring. The channels have different tilts
because the ring particles closer to Prometheus (outside the image to the
lower right) move slower with respect to the moon than those farther away.
This causes the channels to shear with time, their slopes becoming greater,
and gives the overall visual impression of drapes of ring material.

Corresponding Secretary: Kat Sarbell 404-352-0652
focalpoint@atlantaastronomy.org
Treasurer: Sharon Carruthers

Treasurer@AtlantaAstronomy.org

Recording Secretary: Art Russell
secretary@atlantaastronomy.org
Board Chair: Tom Crowley 404-233-6886 crowleytj@hotmail.com

Credit: NASA/JPL/Space Science Institute/Queen Mary, Univ. of London

Board: Tom Faber 770-923-6832 tfaber@america.net
Board: Chris Hetlage 770-242-6584 chrishet@comcast.net
Board: Larry Owens planetographer@comcast.com
Board: Ken Poshedly 678-516-1366 poshedly@bellsouth.net
Board: Art Zorka 404-633-8822 (H) 404-247-2474 (C)
star.myth@juno.com
Elliott Chapter Director: Larry Owens
planetographer@comcast.com

Georgia Astronomy in State Parks
(GASP) Events

Elliott Observing Supervisor: Steve Bieger - Contact Info TBA

Here are the currently scheduled future GASP events:

Elliott Coordinator: Alesia Rast Alesia_Rast@mail.dnr.state.ga.us

Elliott Recording Secretary: Clevis Jones
cjones@aaahawk.com
Webmaster Charlie Elliott: Larry Owens
planetographer@comcast.net

November 19th - Unicoi
State Park.

The Telescope Workshop: Dan Llewellyn 404-735-9661 or 404-6337562 zoser@mindspring.com

March 25th - Unicoi St Park.

Georgia Astronomy in State Parks: Joanne Cirincione 404-824-4751
starrynights@AtlantaAstronomy.org

For more information about
these events, contact Joanne
Cirincione at Starrynights@AtlantaAstronomy.org.
The GASP volunteers at FDR State Park on Labor Day weekend 2004 From left to right: Joanne Circincione, Keith Burns, Harold and Claudia
Champ with Ginger, Peter Macumber, Sharon Carruthers, Tom Faber, Kat
Sarbell, and Holly and John Ritger.

Light Trespass: Marc Sandberg 404-531-4227
sandberg235@earthlink.net
AL Observing Programs Assistance: Keith Burns 770-427-1475
Keith_B@bellsouth.net
PSSG Chairman: Peter Macumber pmacumber@nightsky.org
Co-Chair: Joanne Cirincione starrynights@AtlantaAstronomy.org

The Atlanta Astronomy Club, Inc., the South’s largest and oldest
astronomical society, meets at 8:00 P.M. on the third Friday of each
month at Emory University’s White Hall or occasionally at other locations or times. Membership is open to all. Membership fees are $30 for
a family or single person membership. College Students membership fee
is $15. These fees are for a one year membership.
Magazine subscriptions to Sky & Telescope or Astronomy can be purchased
through the club for a reduced rate. The fees are $33 for Sky & Telescope
and $34 for Astronomy. Renewal forms will be sent to you by the
magazines. Send the renewal form along with your check to the Atlanta
Astronomy Club treasurer.
The Club address: Atlanta Astronomy Club, Inc., P.O. Box 76155,
Atlanta, GA 30358-1155.
Atlanta Astronomy Club Hot Line: Timely information on the night
sky and astronomy in the Atlanta area. Call 770-621-2661.
AAC Web Page: http://www.AtlantaAstronomy.Org
Send suggestions, comments, or ideas about the website to
webmaster@AtlantaAstronomy.org. Also send information on upcoming observing events, meetings, and other events to the webmaster.

Sidewalk Astronomy: Mark Banks 404-257-2766
Jmarkbanks@earthlink.net
Woodruff Observ. Coordinator: John Lentini 770-984-0175
johnlentini@yahoo.com
Webmaster Atlanta Astronomy: Peter Macumber 770-941-4640
pmacumber@nightsky.org

Directions to White Hall at Emory
Meeting Location Information:
Turn onto Dowman Drive from North Decatur Road at the five way
intersection (across from Everybody’s Pizza). White Hall is located on the
right across from the new Science & Math building. Parking is available
along Dowman Drive on both sides of the road. There is also a gated
parking lot on the left behind the Admissions Building. After 6PM there is
no fee to park there. For more detailed directions on how to get to Emory
University, visit www.atlantaastronomy.org.
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Atlanta Astronomy Club

We’re here to help! Here’s how how to reach us:
Atlanta, GA 30309

2025 Peachtree Road, Apt.#408
Kat Sarbell

Newsletter of The Atlanta Astronomy Club, Inc.

The Focal Point

FIRST CLASS
FROM:

by Tom Faber (All times EDT/EST unless noted)

Please send articles, pictures, and drawings in electronic format on anything astronomy related to
Kat Sarbell at focalpoint@atlantaastronomy.org. You can submit articles anytime up and including
the deadline date. The deadline for December is Wednesday, November 23rd at 4:00 PM ....
Submissions will no longer be accepted after the deadline.

Focal Point Deadline and Info

Subscribe to the Atlanta Astronomy Club Mailing List: The name of the list is: AstroAtlanta. The
address for messages is: AstroAtlanta@yahoogroups.com . To add a subscription, send a message
to: AstroAtlanta-subscribe@yahoogroups.com . This list is owned by Lenny Abbey.

Atlanta Astronomy Club Listserve

December 15th, Thursday: Full Moon.

December 13th, Tuesday: Geminids Meteors.

December 12th, Monday: Mercury Western Elongation.

December 11th, Sunday: Moon near Mars.

December 10th, Saturday: AAC Christmas Pot Luck Dinner, 6:30PM at Bradley Observatory,
Agnes Scott College.

December 9th, Friday: Bradley Observatory Open House, 8PM, Agnes Scott College, "Medical
Astrology and the Usefulness of Astronomy in Europe," Mike Lynn (Agnes Scott College)

December 8th, Thursday: Moon First Quarter.

December 7th, Wednesday: Earliest Sunset (~5:27 PM EST at Atlanta)

December 4th, Sunday: Moon near Venus.

December 1st, Thursday: Moon New.

November 30th, Wednesday: Moon near Mercury.

November 24th, Thursday: Mercury Inferior Conjunction.

November 23rd, Wednesday: Moon Last Quarter.

November 22nd, Tuesday: Alpha Monocerotids Meteors.

November 19th, Saturday: GASP at Unicoi State Park.

November 18th, Friday: Bradley Observatory Open House, 8PM, Agnes Scott College, "Spying on
the Black Hole at the Center of the Milky Way Galaxy," Farhad Yusef-Zadeh - Northwestern Univ.

November 17th, Thursday: Leonid Meteors.

November 15th, Tuesday: Full Moon.

November 11th, Friday: AAC Meeting at White Hall, 8PM, Emory University (Special Date).

November 9th, Wednesday: Mercury near Antares.

November 8th, Tuesday: Moon First Quarter.

November 6th, Sunday: Mars at Opposition.

November 5th, Saturday: Moon near Venus.

November 3rd, Thursday: Mercury & Venus at Eastern Elongation. Moon near Mercury.

November 2nd - 6th: ***Peach State Star Gaze***

Calendar

